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Coming in May and June
May 14th, Club Meeting, Bloomingdale Public Library, 7:00pm
May 20th, Fun Fly #1, Pratt’s Wayne Woods, 9:00am Trim Flights, 10:00am First pilot off
May 27th, Club Fly, Members Only. Come fly Warbirds of any size.
June 11th, Club Meeting, Bloomingdale Public Library, 7:00pm
June 17th, Fun Fly #2, Pratt’s Wayne Woods, 9:00am Trim Flights, 10:00am First pilot off
June 24th, Interclub Fun Fly – At Our Field, 9:00am Trim Flights, 10:00am First pilot off

May Entertainment
By Dave West

At the May meeting we will have a
representative from Winged Shadow Systems
show us a new product -- the Sky Limit altitude
limiter for R/C planes. The company's principal
engineer will be there to answer any questions.
The head of manufacturing will discuss the
"bench-top manufacturing" approach used by
the firm. A member of the production staff will

demonstrate some of the more unusual
equipment used to produce products. The
director of sales and marketing will likely
provide a special door prize or two. Finally, the
chief janitor will come along for setup and
cleanup. Quite a crowd -- we might need more
chairs!

Roll-Over Raffle
By Dave West

This month we have a new roll-over prize: an
Uproar 40 ARF from Tower hobbies. The plane
has a 48-inch span and is of balsa and ply
construction. It's simple box fuselage and flat
firewall makes it easy to mount a .32 to .45
glow engine or electric equivalent. The thick

airfoil and light weight make it a great fun-fly
plane. Several Uproar kits have been given
away as fun-fly prizes, but not too many have
been built. Perhaps seeing this ARF version
will get you motivated to do some building.

Notes of the Suburban RC Barnstormers Membership Meeting
April 9, 2012

ATTENDANCE
There were 45 regular members present.
OFFICER REPORTS
President: Mike Maciejewski presided over the
meeting.
Mike had a couple of items for members to beware of.
First, there have been incidents of information being put
on the back of our flyers at hobby stores and other
locations. If you see such flyers they should be removed
and replaced. Second, if you are looking for Spektrum
receivers, Horizon Hobby has confirmed that all
Spektrum products being sold by KoKo Technology are
counterfeit.
Vice President: Dave West said the door prizes for
tonight were a gallon of fuel and a 6-cell battery monitor.
Dave reported that Al’s Hobby was a running its annual
fuel sale. At the last Board meeting it was decided we
could put together an order given sufficient interest.
However, we would need to order about 20 gallons.
Dave did a quick poll of the members present and we
could not put together an order of this size. But if you
need fuel, please visit Al’s!
Treasurer: Bob Elsner reported preliminary results of
from the Swap Shop. Raffle tickets, tables, and
admissions were all down compared with last year. One
bright spot was food sold out, but we did reduce the
amount of food prepared. Profit for the event was a little
better than $1400, which is about $1000 less than last
year. We may still see a couple hundred added to our
profit after the Fair Grounds sends us a refund for
unused chairs.
Bob also said all field permit has been applied for.
Secretary: Scott Taylor said that our entertainment for
the evening was the Static Review. He passed out
ballots and the voting rules.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Fun Flys – Mike Maciejewski said he had spoken to
th
the Prop Masters about the interclub fun fly on June 24 .
The Prop Masters have chosen an event involving a
timed climb, loops and spot landing. There will be more
details in the newsletter. Fun Fly Chairman Scott
Stampfli said the next Fun Fly would be practice for the
event.
On the indoor front, Ron Hilger said the last dome Fun
Fly of the season would be on Thursday! Ron has
gliders and other items he picked up from the swap for
giveaways. Don’t miss it!

Safety Officer – Tom Lyons did not have a safety item
to report, but said his mother recently passed away. We
extend our condolences to you Tom.
OTHER BUSINESS
Field Relocation – Mike Maciejewski talked about field
changes. Survey flags can be seen at the new site
location. Feel free to check it out, but look carefully for
ticks if you walk the tall grass.
Dave West discussed some of the changes
recommended in a letter to the Forest Preserve. They
include increasing the space between pits, flight line,
and runway a bit and moving the shelter to the midline of
the runway. The Forest Preserve has replied with a
Thank You, but nothing on if or how these changes
would be incorporated.
Swap Shop – Debbie Howe wanted to extend a big
thank you to all that helped at the Swap. Once again,
she heard many comments from the vendors about how
great our swap is because of the help they receive.
Debbie also discussed some of the potential changes
and improvements for next year.
There are a few items to be raffled to volunteers at the
event. If you helped, make sure you make it to the next
meeting so you have a chance to win!
Wellness – Mike Cannata said Frank Bernstein had
recover well enough from his surgery to go over to his
house. He has had some challenges such as fuzzy
vision, but it is improving.
ENTERTAINMENT
April Static Contest – Scott Taylor and Keith Egging
tallied the votes cast by the members for their favorite
model entries. There were 9 entries in the Kit/Scratch
category and 3 in the RTF/ARF category. In the
RTF/ARF category Ed Wonocott won the Grand
Champion spot with while John Howe and Chuck
Weibler were Reserve Champions. In the Kit/Scratch
category, Jeff Mrachek took home the Grand
Championship, while Jerry Jeske, Bob Babyar, Mike
Cannata, John Howe,and Chuck Weibler were
Reserve Champions.
Thanks to everyone for sharing their pride and joys and
modeling skills! Everyone is a winner!
RAFFLES
Jeff Mrachek was the lucky winner of the Rifle rollover
prize.
Tom Jacobs was the winner of the Thanksgiving turkey,
Ron Hilger took home the gallon of fuel, and Bob
Babyar claimed the battery monitor.

Pattern Flying - Precision Aerobatics
Taking your passion for flying RC airplanes to the next level!

By: Bob Sarley
AMA 909308

In this month’s article we will start to tackle the complicated subject of trimming for “true input”. True input, in the world of
precision pattern flying, refers to things like - when the rudder is given a left command, the plane will yaw to the left
without introducing a coupled bank in the same or opposite direction or cause an upward or downward pitch.
Before we get into trimming I would like to share my experience at the field with you. I managed to destroy my Sequence
pattern plane at Pratt’s Wayne Woods due to pilot error and the result of fostering two bad habits I need to overcome.

One is "stick to the plan". I usually have a goal or plan in mind
when I fly the pattern plane for practice (not just for fun). I did
not stick to the planned exercise in this case.
Two is "never try an unperfected maneuver at low altitude". I was
doing a slow 2-point roll too close to the deck (not much above eye
level) when I got into trouble. I was too slow bringing in top rudder
and down elevator during the roll to maintain level flight (this is
where the pilot error comes in) and the Sequence’s nose started
for the ground (which was only about 10 to 15 feet away) as it
became inverted. Even though I gave the correct command to
recover ( I was wings level and inverted, so I gave it pure down
elevator to raise the nose), I pushed too hard (pilot error again).
The Sequence pitched nose upward so rapidly (very responsive
airframe) and I was so low by now, that the tail struck the ground
as it rotated and sheared off. With no tail feathers, the plane then pitched nose down while still inverted and still going
forward which ripped up the canopy and the rest of the fuselage behind the firewall. The lesson learned is to be patient
and don't let the plane get ahead of you (or your flying abilities) and as all the experts say, practice your maneuvers at
least three mistakes up. If I had another second of time (provided by a higher altitude) I would have recovered from my
mistake without incident!
Back to trimming your aerobatic plane for “true input”. The Center of Gravity or CG is the quintessential adjustment from
which all others will precipitate. Although, within the limits of the airframe design, the CG location is predominantly a
matter of personal preference, the established center of gravity will have a significant influence on how well a plane can fly
and how easy it is to control. Many pilots find that with precision aerobatic ships (NSRCA or IMAC), adjusting the CG for
neutral or near-neutral handling usually works best for precision aerobatic flight. The CG slightly forward of neutral
typically improves stability & tracking - which may be desirable when flying in turbulent air. For the pilot in pursuit of 3D
and other high-alpha flying, a slightly aft CG usually works better. No matter which CG placement you choose, all other
flight-trimming will be affected by that CG placement. Some experimenting will have to be done to find center of gravity
setting that works best for a given airframe and flying style.
The neutral handling CG point is the balance point which provides neutral pitch stability. This means the plane will
produce no pitch-change when changes in throttle or airspeed are introduced. Also, no pitch change will occur when rolled
to knife-edge or rolled to inverted. When balanced at this point, an aerobatic plane will go where it is pointed until
commanded to change direction. Pattern planes are typically balanced at or slightly forward of the neutral point. In
contrast, the manufacturer's recommended CG range for most trainers and sport planes is typically well-forward of the
sweet spot. Assuming that the airframe is straight and true, adjusting the CG in small increments will allow one to tune the
plane's behavior to his/her flying techniques or requirements. The affects of CG on flight characteristics of a given
airframe can be summarized as follows.
Nose-heavy: All else being equal, the slightly nose-heavy plane will be less sensitive in pitch and yaw than a neutrallybalanced or even slightly tail-heavy plane. The nose-heavy plane will also have to fly faster and land faster to prevent
stalling. These two factors also result in improved wind penetration compared to the neutrally-balanced or slightly tailheavy plane. Unfortunately, these characteristics of a nose-heavy plane are also detrimental to slow-speed flight. The
nose-heavy plane will have more induced drag in level flight at a given airspeed due to a required higher angle of attack to

maintain lift, and will therefore require more power to maintain cruise speed. Additionally, the nose-heavy plane will
usually have a lot more throttle/pitch coupling. If it's extremely nose-heavy, the nose will drop dramatically during turns, or
when power is reduced. There may not be enough elevator authority to establish an acceptable power-off glide path. It
may also be difficult to flare adequately during a power-off landing. Conversely - when power is applied, the nose-heavy
plane will tend to pitch up. During knife-edge flight, the nose-heavy plane will tend to pull to the canopy, unless downelevator is used. This is usually caused by the fact that the nose-heavy plane requires a certain degree of up-elevator trim
for level flight at a given airspeed. All these characteristics also affect inverted flight (as I found out). The nose-heavy
plane will pitch toward the ground when inverted and require a significant amount of down elevator to maintain level flight.
Compensating for a forward CG with elevator trim causes the plane's behavior to change as the power setting or flight
angle changes, because the trim required is dependent on speed and flight angle. For instance, if up-trim is required for
level flight, when rolled inverted, the up-trim becomes down-trim, which is the opposite of what is needed, so the plane
dives. In knife-edge flight, that up-trim turns into "side-trim" which makes the plane pull towards the canopy. The extra
nose-weight is now acting on the yaw axis, and is being compensated with 'top rudder', so the up-elevator trim now pulls
the plane toward the canopy. A change in speed will change the effectiveness of the up-trim, which will make the plane
pitch up as power is added, and pitch down as power is cut. A slightly nose-heavy CG setting is not in all cases a bad
thing. Most full-scale general aviation planes are balanced somewhat forward of the neutral point for stability (and safety).
RC trainers and most sport-planes are also designed to be very stable, and usually specify a forward CG.
Neutral CG: The neutrally-balanced plane will usually have very little (if any) throttle/pitch coupling. The nose will stay
where it is pointed when power is increased or decreased. The nose will not drop much (if at all) during turns. The plane
will also stay level in knife-edge - even without rudder (of course, top-rudder will still be required to maintain altitude).
There will also be little, if any rudder/pitch coupling during knife-edge flight. Slow-flight will be much improved, and
establishing a shallow power-off glide will be much easier - as compared to the same plane in nose-heavy trim. Shorter
landings are also easier, due to the adequate elevator authority and ability to come in a bit nose-high, and then flare at
touchdown. Aerobatic maneuvers become much easier, as the neutrally-balanced plane has no tendency to self-recover.
Put the plane into a climb or dive, and it will stay on track until commanded to change direction. The nose will stay put
regardless of power setting. When trimmed for level flight, the neutrally-balanced aerobatic plane will fly level inverted with
little, if any elevator input, and should fly a knife-edge pass with no tendency to pitch toward the canopy or tuck to the
belly.
Note: The symmetrical airfoil of our pattern planes will cause a certain amount of trim to be required for level flight
because they must fly at a slightly positive angle of attack to generate lift. Therefore, when trimmed for level flight and
rolled inverted, they will require a hint of down-elevator for level inverted flight - even though the CG may be set at the
sweet spot. The degree to which trim is required will be contingent upon the incidence of the main wing with respect to the
thrust line and rear stabilizer incidence. Some designs introduce 0 degrees of incidence, others have the main wing set at
1 to 2 degrees of positive incidence.
A plane that is balanced at or very slightly forward of the neutral point will typically be well-suited for precision aerobatics.
This is where our pattern planes should typically be balanced. For less-experienced RC pilots, the neutrally-balanced
plane can be a challenge to fly. Because the nose does not drop as the plane slows down, the plane usually descends in
a level attitude, and may stay level after it stalls or, since pattern planes are designed with no wing washout, it may
suddenly drop a wing if aileron input is given. The point here is that there are typically no visual clues of an impending
stall. When put into a dive, the neutrally-balanced plane will not self-recover or attempt to level out; it will continue on the
original path until the pilot gives some stick input. The same is true for climbing.
It has been said that a nose-heavy model may fly poorly but a tail-heavy model may fly only once. For the most part, that
is probably true. I suggest you start out toward the nose-heavy side of the plane manufacturer's recommended CG range
and then approach the neutral point for your particular model by making small incremental changes in CG until you feel
comfortable with the flying characteristics of your plane. One problem with trying to fine-tune RC airframes for one's
desired flight characteristics is that many of the adjustments are interactive, where some parameters have similar
symptoms when out of adjustment. Assuming a reasonably straight, well designed and accurately built pattern plane,
nailing down the desired/required center of gravity is still a good place to start the trimming process.
Well, I have run out of space and time and have not even started talking about the trimming required to obtain “true input”
neutrality. But we have covered the affects of CG and that is a good starting point. We will get into the details of trimming
for “true input” in the next issue. If you are in a hurry, the following NSRCA web site provides a good guide to determining
your plane’s current CG situation.
http://nsrca.us/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=177:t rimchart&catid=114:flying&Itemid=187
Until next time.

Barnstormers-Fun-Fly (2012)
Last Updated 04/03/2012

This year’s contest with the Barnstormers will take place on Sunday June 24th at the Barnstormers field (Pratt
Wayne Woods). This year’s event will be the Timed to Climb, loops and spot landing event.
Here’s how it works:
Time to climb will be between 15-25 seconds (time is in 5 second increments and decided by picking a number
from a bag). Pilot will not be told his time. The time will start with ROG at wheels up, hand launch will receive
a 5 second deduction in climb time due to advantage of the hand launch. If electrics ROG they will be treated
equally as wet. Planes will fly for their allotted time to climb. At the end of that time period, the judge will call
“TIME!”
When “TIME!” is called the pilot will have one minute to perform as many loops as possible. Judges will again
call “TIME!” again after one minute. At this point the pilot must throttle down to idle or low throttle or (dead for
electric) and perform the optional spot landing. Throttling up or adjusting throttle trim will negate spot landing
points. Throttling up is encouraged so as not to lose your plane. Spot landing will be in a 10’ x 10’ box marked
on the field. To score, any part of the landing gear must touch within the marked box, which includes the
actual box markings (on the line). The first touch of the landing gear will be scored. This is an all or nothing
score. Spot landing will be judged by the first touch. No yard darts. Judges will make the call if the touch is
legal or consider a crash.
Scoring:
Each completed loop will count for 5 points. Only completed loops will be counted. The spot landing will count
for 25 bonus points. Pilot’s score will be the total of loop points plus the spot landing points.
Total points of the top five fliers’ from each club will determine the winning club. Unless 1 team has less than
five fliers then we will use that number
Pilots must throttle down at judges call. No resetting throttle trim tabs will be allowed. Adjusting the throttle
trim tabs will be viewed the same a moving the throttle stick and result in no score for the spot landing.
Engines idle should be set below 3000 rpm on low throttle (honor system), after all this is for FUN!
ALL Judges decisions will be final.
Any deviation from the rules will be a judgment call from both clubs judges as to DQ.
Larry D>
Prop Master’s Fun-Fly Committee

Photos From April Builders Review
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Please Support The Following Hobby Shops
Al’s Hobby Shop,Inc. 121 Addison, Elmhurst, IL
HobbyTown–St Charles2061A Lincoln Highway, St. Charles, IL
Lagrange Hobbies
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True RC
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23 Huntington Lane, Wheeling, IL
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